
From: Kraig and Ann Marie McLeod, Owners of Silver Ridge Ranch 
To: Kittitas County 
 
Silver Ridge Ranch (SRR) is located directly behind the proposed truck stop location and our 
entrance is adjacent to the proposed truck stop. Noise, aesthetics, lighting, traffic, parking, air 
quality, horse and animal wellbeing, crime, pollution, and general access will have a devastating 
effect on our business. A business that was intended, per land use, and has been a part of the 
community for decades. 
 
The proposed truck stop will create a large cement pad three times the size that is allowed on the 
current surface.  The landscape plan is inadequate, and our guests direct view to the truck stop 
would all but stop guests from returning.   
 
Our guest expectations are to have a unique outdoor experience including but not limited to 
enjoying a quiet and tranquil vacation, riding their horses, sitting next to a campfire, enjoying the 
lodge and RV sites with friends, hosting family reunions and weddings, and the enjoying the great 
outdoors. This proposed truck stop would have a complete negative effect to our guests 
experience and to our business.  
 
Their request for a variance that would more than double the allowed impervious soil coverage 
and retail area is more than excessive and does not maintain the intended rural character of the 
area.  
 
The incompatibility of the proposed development and our long-term history of recreation cannot 
coexist as adjacent neighbors.  
 
Silver Ridge Ranch as an outdoor recreation area will have to deal with the following unmitigated 
issues; all of which will have a negative effect on our guests, horses, and wildlife in general.  
 
Light and glare, this will be most disturbing at night as customers generally enjoy the sky while 
watching the stars.   
 
Air quality, the continual emissions from the truck stop via exhaust and fuel vapor could have long 
term health effects on patrons and wildlife, not to mention quality of life issues. 
 
Water and water run-off contamination, since Silver Ridge Ranch is adjacent to this property, 
could pose a major risk to both our guest’s horses and the general condition of our property.  
 
Noise: We have all visited truck stops in our travels and have heard the 24-hour continual noise 
levels that these operators emit. Our activities will be severely affected by this issue. People will 
not be able to sleep at night, horses will be on edge, guests constantly subjected to the noise will 
seriously hinder the enjoyment of their vacation.  
 
 



Access &Traffic 
The ingress and egress for truck and vehicles visiting the truck stop along with the impact on 
public safety and flow on and off the freeway and Sparks Road, will create heavy traffic and 
congestion. Our facility has RV and horse trailers using the area now along with the resorts on the 
south side of the freeway. Guest transporting horses will no longer want to risk the danger this 
will impose. With thousands of more vehicles and trucks in additional traffic, volume will be 
added to this interchange. This will turn into gridlock all seasons of the year.  When it does 
become gridlock either because of excessive traffic or illegal parking our guests will find another 
resort to visit.  
 
Due to all these issues listed, this facility will have a devastating effect on our established business. 
Silver Ridge Ranch fits the current permitted use for the area.  
 
This area promotes recreation, and it should continue to be promoted as Easton has the charm 
and beauty that many outdoor enthusiasts enjoy.  If this variance is granted to an entity that does 
not fit into the general land use plans for Easton, the long-term effects will devastate its rural 
character. There are many more suitable areas for a truck stop that would fit into those areas 
general plan. Easton has had a long history of recreation and that should continue.  


